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An enigmatic journey on dubious tracks 

Ready to baffle us with its twists and turns 

Though, may offer you boundless rejoicing   

But, pricking, unfathomable sorrows most often 

That, being the truest nature of (life) being in life 

To test our ‘withstanding’ in prolonged oddities 

 

Everyone wrestles to mean and manifest life 

Fewest discern it ‘divine’ while ‘complex’ declared most 

Few, put it, a way to assimilate into sublime 

Others, medium to relish material gains only 

Still, spring of ‘perennial flow of inspirations’ amidst 

Astounding queries of human mind as well! How to deal? 

 

If wings to ‘vivid imagination ‘and ‘fantasies’   

Reasons to despondency and dereliction as well 

If, finer aspects and delicate sensibilities there 

It represents brutal visage of deviant humane core. 

Beguile deceptively with ‘glaring illusions’ of life       

Yet, aspires an ‘ethereal soothing’ even in fragility          

Mysterious are the ways, mysterious is the treatment 
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Neither full of roses nor altogether bed of thorns 

Life is battleship; with prevailed situations around; 

With entangled humanity in vices all the way 

Rattle us with abrupt happenings, pitfalls of journey    

Seeks answers to all absurdity, How to be rational?   

 

Life, an inexorable cycle, a commentary on all affairs 

What to speak! All have to undergo this strenuous journey     

We like it or not, how clever we be, it ready to test tenacity 

Messages, continuity being alive, static being death  

Life, an equal eternal ‘truth’ along with stark ‘death’ 

It’s cycle, goes on and on, if don’t participate, things fall apart    
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